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Today’s High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools significantly reduce the development time 
and offer a fast design-space exploration of compute intensive applications.  
 
The difficulty, however, to properly select the HLS optimizations leading to a high-
performance design implementation drastically increases with the complexity of the 
application.  
  
We propose as extension for HLS tools a performance prediction for compute 
intensive applications consisting of multiple loops. We affirm that accurate 
performance predictions can be obtained by identifying and estimating all overheads 
instead of directly modelling the overall execution time. This performance prediction 
is based on a cycle analysis and modelling of the overheads using the current HLS 
tools’ features. 
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Abstract 

The principles of a lost cycle analysis are originally applied in the overhead analysis 
of parallel programs [1].  
 
The identification, the classification, and the modelling of those overheads lead to an 
accurate performance prediction  [2]. 
 
Our purpose is to demonstrate that a lost cycles analysis of compute intensive 
kernels leads to an accurate performance prediction using HLS tools such Vivado 
HLS. 
 
 

Lost Cycles Analysis  

The proposed methodology consists in a lost cycle analysis using the HLS tool 
while exploring the target optimizations. 
 
During an initial exploration phase the impact of each optimization on the HLS design 
is profiled in order to fetch our lost cycle analysis (Figure 2).  
 
• OPimp represents the total number of operations which must be executed. 
• LDSP is specified by the hardware [3]. 
• OPp determines the level of concurrency. 
 
This overhead analysis can continue by exploring the latency impact of the 
application size, the compiler optimizations or source code modifications. When each 
overhead is properly modelled, Lo can be estimated. 
 
The performance prediction of a configuration (optimizations, hardware 
specifications,...) is finally obtained from this Lo estimation and the knowledge of Lc, 
which leads to Limp. 
 
 

Proposed Methodology 

A Lost cycle analysis using High-Level Synthesis  

The proposed  lost cycles analysis is applied to a FP matrix multiplication using 
Vivado HLS 2014.2. 
 
Figure 3 compares our performance predictions and the HLS reported performance.  
 
The left figure shows the impact of unrolling the inner-most loop (L2). Notice how our 
performance prediction is slightly pessimist when the loop is completely unrolled. Our 
equations consider additional control, which increases OCtrl but that is removed when 
the loops are completely unrolled. Nevertheless, our predictions are extremely 
accurate for any level of unrolling or matrix size. 
 
The right figure shows the same comparison when pipelining loops, where our 
performance prediction achieves a high accurate estimation. Both figures depict how 
our technique performs an accurate prediction, which leads to a fast DSE. 
 

Results 
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Current HLS tools manage enough information to provide an accurate performance 
prediction. 
 
Our proposed cycle-based analysis for performance prediction extracts the 
necessary information from the HLS tool reports. 
 
For the particular case of Vivado HLS, many useful information can be extracted from 
the Analysis perspective (Figure 1). 

The lost cycles (Lo) of a design are all those clock cycles which are not dedicated to 
compute useful operations.  
 
The remaining clock cycles are the useful cycles (Lc), also called compute cycles, 
which are the cycles dedicated to compute useful operations. 
 
Therefore, the overall number of clock cycles that an algorithm needs to be executed 
(Limp) equals: 
  
 
The proper selection of lost cycles categories is needed for our approach. We 
propose the following categories: 
 
• Initialization Overhead (OInit): The initialization overhead models those 

overheads related to the filling of the stages of a pipelined operation with 
streaming data. 

• Non-overlapping Memory Accesses (OMem): The non-overlapping memory 
accesses are all those memory accesses which are not overlapped in time with 
any useful computation or with another latency overhead. 

• Logic Control (OCtrl): The latency related to the loop control or to the 
synchronization of the operations belong to the logic control category of overhead. 

 

Lost Cycles Classification 

Figure 1. Identification, classification, and modelling of lost cycles using the Analysis 
Perspective of Vivado HLS for a floating-point matrix addition.  

Figure 2. Summary of the proposed methodology. 

Figure 3. Performance estimation vs. HLS reported performance. 
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